Victory Requires Sacrifice

Teotl (teōtl) is the ever-present, ever-flowing, self-generating and selfregenerating energy of the universe. Teotl is everything, and everything
is Teotl. Even the all-powerful gods are aspects of it. This divine
energy is beyond human understanding. Even the most highly-trained
spiritually-connected warrior priests cannot see through Teotl’s mask of
unknowing.
Six special stones, the Teotl Stones, collect and hold Teotl in its pure
form. You are Tlamatini, a master priest of an Aztec warrior house and
guardian of one of two Temple Stones, sacred vessels that house the
Teotl Stones. Those physically and spiritually attached to a Temple
Stone housing these Teotl Stones can use pure Teotl to access the
realms of the supernatural.
The time has now come and the gods must be appeased. Opposing
warrior houses must face off on the ancient battlefield known as the
Serpent Stones Yaotitlan. You will command a team of specialized Aztec
Jaguar Warriors and Eagle Warriors to battle a team of opposing warriors
for control of their Teotl Stones. Tethered together to build a human
serpent chain, your warriors can harness the power from your Temple
Stone to perform Nahualli Animal Spirit Attacks to strike or capture
opposing warriors standing in your way of rendering your opponent’s
Temple Stone powerless.
The gods may favor you with an advantage during battle; only with
careful strategy, cunning and mastery of the art of sacrifice can you hope
to appease the gods and defeat your opponent on the Serpent Stones.

game components
1 Serpent Stones Game Cloth

72 card deck including:
18 Jaguar Warriors
18 Eagle Warriors
9 Nahualli Animal Strikes

6 Teotl Stone Tokens

END OF THE FIFTH SUN
EXPANSION components

1 Nahualli Eagle Strike
1 Nahualli Butterfly Capture

9 Nahualli Animal Captures

2 Mictlantecuhtli Skull Walls

6 Quetzalcoatl Extra Cards

2 Tlazolteotl Stop Sacrifices

6 Tezcatlipoca Force Discards

2 Xolotl Move Warriors

6 Huitzilopochtli Sacrifices

4 Skull Wall Barriers

Battlefield Setup
The Yaotitlan (Battlefield)
consists of 7 staggered
rows of 34 Serpent Stones.
Both players have a Temple
Row (Jaguar Temple Row or
Eagle Temple Row) made up
of one Temple Stone and
two Keystones.
Two Sacrifice Stones are
to the right of the Temple
Row.
The Draw Stone and
Discard Stone are in
the middle to the left
and right of the
Yaotitlan.
Capture Bowls, for
placing scored
Teotl Stones.

GAME SETUP

• Shuffle the Serpent Stones deck and fan out the cards face down in the
middle of the game cloth.
• Either player begins by choosing a facedown card. Unless a Warrior Card
is drawn, the players alternate choosing a facedown card. The first player
to draw any Warrior Card sits on the side of the game board matching that
Warrior Card (House of Jaguar or House of Eagle) and becomes the first player
for the first round.
• The second player sits on the opposite side of the game board, shuffles
the deck thoroughly and deals seven cards to both players. The remaining
deck is placed face down on the Draw Stone.
• Both players select and discard two cards from their hand. Each player
begins play holding five cards.
• Each player places three Teotl Stones in the center of their Temple Stone.
The player representing the House of Eagle places three blue Teotl Stones;
the player representing the House of Jaguar places three black Teotl Stones.

Objective

Build a serpent chain of Warrior Cards from your Temple Row to your opponent’s
Temple Stone to capture their three Teotl Stones. The first player to take all three
of their rival’s Teotl Stones without running out of cards in their hand is victorious.

GAME PLAY

BASIC GAME (TLAMATINI LEVEL)

As Tlamatini, the high priest, you channel and command the sacred mystical power of
the Teotl Stones focused through your Temple Stone. Send any and all warriors forth
to capture your opponent’s Teotl Stones but carefully guard your own Teotl Stones or
face defeat!
Serpent Stones is played in rounds. Each round is made up of alternating player
turns until one player captures one Teotl Stone from their opponent and places
it in their Capture Bowl. The loser of the previous round becomes the first player;
their opponent shuffles the deck, deals the cards, and a new round begins. This
continues until one player captures all three of their opponent’s Teotl Stones, or
runs out of cards during game play.
A player’s turn consists of the following:
1. Draw one card.
2. Play (or discard) one card.
If a player has a sacrifice on their Sacrifice Stone(s), they must play (or
discard) these cards before playing or discarding a card from their hand.
(See TEOTL CARDS - HUITZILOPOCHTLI)
(Note: If the deck is exhausted during play, the discard pile is reshuffled and placed on
the Draw Stone to resume play.)

WARRIOR CARDS

Warrior Cards are used to build a serpent chain from your
Temple Row to your opponent’s Temple Stone. There are two
different Warrior Cards: Eagle Warriors and Jaguar Warriors.
Building a serpent chain
• A player plays a Warrior Card matching their own house on one of the two
Keystones in their Temple Row to start a serpent chain.
• On subsequent turns, a player can play either an Eagle Warrior Card or
Jaguar Warrior Card on a Serpent Stone adjacent to their active Warrior Cards.
(An inactive Warrior Card is a card that has become separated from their serpent
chain. See INACTIVE WARRIOR CARDS.)
• If a player plays a Warrior Card on their opponent’s Temple Stone, that
player wins the round, takes one Teotl Stone from their opponent’s Temple
Stone and places it in their Capture Bowl.
Additional Warrior Card Rules
• Only Warrior Cards from the player’s own house can be played on that
player’s Keystones.

• Warrior Cards are always played face up on an empty Serpent Stone on the
Yaotitlan with the arrows pointing toward the opponent. (The Warrior Card’s
orientation determines to which team it belongs.)
• Players cannot play a Warrior Card on their own Temple Stone.
• Only one Warrior Card can occupy a Serpent Stone at a time.
• Warrior Cards remain on a Serpent Stone until they are attacked by a
Nahualli Strike or the round ends.
Inactive Warrior Cards
If a Warrior Card becomes separated from a serpent chain it becomes inactive. A
player cannot use Warrior Cards that are inactive to build their serpent chain or
to attack opposing Warrior Cards. Inactive Warrior Cards can be made active again
if a played Warrior Card reconnects them to the player’s serpent chain, or if it is
captured by the opposing team.

NAHUALLI CARDS

Nahualli Cards are used to attack opponent’s Warrior Cards. They are played on an
opposing Warrior Card and then discarded immediately.
There are two different types of Nahualli Cards: Nahualli Strike Cards and Nahualli
Capture Cards. Both types of Nahualli Attacks have five different animal spirits
that have their own unique attack pattern:

NAHUALLI STRIKE CARDS

NAHUALLI CAPTURE CARDS

Beetle Strike

Butterfly Capture

Owl Strike

Bat Capture

Scorpion Strike

Coyote Capture

Skunk Strike

Monkey Capture

Jaguar Strike

Hummingbird Capture

Playing Nahualli Cards

• Nahualli Cards can only be played on an opposing Warrior Card that
occupies a Serpent Stone adjacent to a player’s active Warrior Cards.
• Every Nahualli Card features an attack pattern. When played:
1. A player selects a pattern on the Yaotitlan that matches the attack
pattern on the Nahualli Card.
2. The attack pattern must include the opposing Warrior Card the
Nahualli Card was played on.

3. Any additional opposing Warrior Cards occupying Serpent Stones
within the selected pattern are also affected by the attack.
• If the Nahualli Card played is a red Nahualli Strike Card, all affected
opposing Warrior Cards are discarded.
• If the Nahualli Card played is a green Nahualli Capture Card, all affected
opposing Warrior Cards are rotated 180º on the Serpent Stones they occupy
and become active Warrior Cards for the player performing the Nahualli
Capture.
• Attacks can still be performed if the attack pattern includes empty Serpent
Stones.
• Warrior Cards on the Yaotitlan belonging to the player performing a
Nahualli Attack are not affected.
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TEOTL CARDS

Teotl Cards (God Cards) grant the player some tactical advantage in the game.
Playing Teotl Cards
• Teotl Cards are played directly to the discard pile. The player must speak
the name of the god aloud to evoke its power. A Teotl Card’s effect is resolved
immediately.
• A player does not have to use a Teotl Card’s effect. It can be discarded
without speaking the god’s name to complete a player’s turn.

There are 3 types of Teotl Cards:

QUETZALCOATL (khet-zul-koe-WATT-uhl)
Extra Card
Playing a Quetzalcoatl Card grants a player one additional card.
The player draws one extra card from the draw pile to complete
their turn.

TEZCATLIPOCA (tez-khat-lee-POH-ka)
Forced Discard
Playing a Tezcatlipoca Card forces an opponent to discard a
card. The player points to a random card in their opponent’s
hand, which the opponent must then discard. This completes
the player’s turn.
Wrath of Tezcatlipoca
The Wrath of Tezcatlipoca is a special loss condition. If a
Tezcatlipoca Card is played on an opponent who has less than
two cards remaining in their hand, regardless of the number of
Teotl Stones collected, the player who played the Tezcatlipoca
Card declares immediate and complete victory of the match.
HUITZILOPOCHTLI (wheat-see-low-POKE-tlee)
Sacrifice
Playing the Huitzilopochtli Card allows the player to perform
a sacrifice, a special tactic that is performed over two (or three)
turns: a Preparation Turn and a Sacrifice Turn.
Preparation Turn (Turn 1)
1. A player draws a card to begin their turn as normal.
2. The sacrifice is initiated when a player plays a Huitzilopochtli Card.
3. The player then selects a second card from their hand and places it face
down on their Sacrifice Stone One (u).
4. The player’s turn ends.

Sacrifice Turn (Turn 2)
1. On the following turn, a player draws a card as normal.
2. A player then must execute the sacrifice by playing (or discarding) the card
on Sacrifice Stone One (u). (Unless the player chooses to perform a doublesacrifice.) The card on Sacrifice Stone One (u) is played (or discarded) like any
card from a player’s hand.
3. After completing the sacrifice, the player completes their turn by playing
(or discarding) a card from their hand as normal.
Double-Sacrifice
A player can turn a sacrifice into a double-sacrifice by playing two Huitzilopochtli
Cards on consecutive turns adding one preparation turn and an additional card
to the sacrifice.
Preparation Turns (Turns 1 & 2)
1. A player initiates a regular sacrifice on the first turn.
2. On the next turn instead of executing a sacrifice, the player plays a second
Huitzilopochtli Card and places a second card face down on Sacrifice Stone
Two (uu).
Sacrifice Turn (Turn 3)
1. A double-sacrifice is executed immediately after a player draws a card as
normal to start their third turn.
2. The player must play (or discard) the card they placed on Sacrifice Stone
One (u). That card is played (or discarded) like any card from the player’s hand.
3. The player must play (or discard) the card they placed on Sacrifice Stone
Two (uu). The card is also played (or discarded) like any card from the player’s
hand.
4. After completing the double-sacrifice, the player completes their turn by
playing (or discarding) a card from their hand.

INTERMEDIATE GAME (THE TLATOANI VARIANT)

As Tlatoani (King), you rule over all you survey with an iron hand. One house swears
loyalty to you in the hope of capturing the Teotl Stones from the rival house. It is a
loyalty they may carry with them to the next life.
The intermediate game of Serpent Stones modifies how Nahualli Attacks can be
performed on opposing Warrior Cards.
There are a few new terms to know for the intermediate and advanced games:

• House Warriors: Warrior Cards that match a player’s house. (Example: An
Eagle Warrior Card is a house warrior for the House of Eagle.)
• Opposing Warriors: Warrior Cards on the Yaotitlan belonging to an
opponent. (The arrowheads on the Warrior Cards point towards the player.)
• Rival Warriors: Warrior Cards that match the opposing house. (Example: A
Jaguar Warrior Card is a rival warrior to the House of Eagle.)
Playing Nahualli Attacks (THE KING VARIANT)
• Nahualli Strike Cards can only be played on an opposing player’s rival
Warrior Cards. Only opposing rival Warrior Cards that fall within the attack
pattern will be affected by the Nahualli Strike Card. (Example: A player
representing the House of Jaguar may only strike opponent’s Eagle Warrior Cards.)
• Opposing house Warrior Cards (opposing Warrior Cards that are members of
the attacker’s house) are not affected by a Nahualli Strike.
• Nahualli Capture Cards can only be played on an opposing player’s house
Warrior Cards. Only opposing house Warrior Cards that fall within the capture
pattern will be affected by the Nahualli Capture Card. (Example: A player
representing the House of Jaguar may only capture opponent’s Jaguar Warrior
Cards.)
• Opposing rival Warrior Cards are not affected by the Nahualli Capture.

ADVANCED GAME PLAY (THE GOD VARIANT)

The rival gods Quetzalcoatl and Tezcatlipoca take command of the sacred Temple
Stones and have made the Serpent Stones their playground! You assume the role
of either Quetzalcoatl (the House of Eagle) or Tezcatlipoca (the House of Jaguar) to
capture the Teotl Stones for the joy of tinkering with mortal destiny.
Playing Warrior Cards (THE GOD VARIANT)
The players no longer control a house. A player can now use either type of Warrior
Card on their Keystones to initiate a Serpent Chain.
Playing Nahualli Attacks (THE GOD VARIANT)
The God Variant of Serpent Stones modifies how Nahualli Attacks can be performed.
• As the player no longer controls a house, it is the Warrior Card’s type
that initiates a Nahualli Attack in the attacking player’s serpent chain that
determines an attack’s impact.
• Nahualli Strike Cards can only be played and performed on opposing rival

Warrior Cards to the attacking Warrior Card (Example: A player performing
a Nahualli Strike from a Jaguar Warrior Card on the Yaotitlan can only play a
Nahualli Strike Card on an opposing Eagle Warrior Card, and the Nahualli Strike
will only affect additional opposing Eagle Warrior Cards in the attack pattern.
Opposing Jaguar Warrior Cards in the attack pattern are unaffected.)
• Nahualli Capture Cards can only be played and performed on opposing
house Warrior Cards to the attacking Warrior Card (Example: A player performing
a Nahualli Capture from a Jaguar Warrior Card on the Yaotitlan can only play a
Nahualli Capture Card on an opposing Jaguar Warrior Card, and the Nahualli
Strike will only affect additional opposing Jaguar Warrior Cards in the attack
pattern. Opposing Eagle Warrior Cards in the attack pattern are unaffected.)

Tips and strategies

• Card management can be even more important than positioning on the
Yaotitlan. Manage your sacrifices wisely and be careful of your opponent
playing multiple Tezcatlipoca Cards. Use Quetzalcoatl Cards as often as
possible.
• Sacrifices are usually best performed when a single empty Serpent Stone
separates your serpent chain from your opponent’s. Prepare a sacrifice by
playing a Warrior Card face down on Sacrifice Stone One. On the following
turn, place the sacrificed Warrior Card on that empty Serpent Stone and finish
with a Nahualli Attack.
• Nahualli Capture Cards are a quick way to gain ground on the Yaotitlan
but can leave you vulnerable to a strike or recapture by your opponent on
the next turn.
• The orientation of the Jaguar and Hummingbird Nahualli Cards can be
rotated around to maximize the effectiveness of their attack.
• If you can attack your opponent’s serpent chain in more than one location,
it is best to attack closest to their Temple Stone. In most cases, this will render
a number of your opponent’s Warrior Cards inactive.
• Be careful sacrificing cards that cannot be used. Sacrificed cards that
cannot be played when executing a sacrifice must be discarded, unnecessarily
reducing the number of cards in your hand.
• If you hold enough cards in your hand, try sacrificing a Nahualli Capture
Card. A successfully executed double Nahualli Attack (or even the rare triple
Nahualli Attack) can devastate an opponent’s serpent chain in a single turn.
• Do not forget to draw at the beginning of your turn or you lose that draw.
Do not forget to execute a sacrifice either as unexecuted sacrifice cards must
be discarded with no effect.
•

THE HISTORY OF SERPENT STONES

Serpent Stones is based on Itzcoatl (Obsidian Serpent), a recently rediscovered
600-year-old Mesoamerican board game.
Legend says the game was inspired by a training exercise where two teams of
Aztec Warriors would tether themselves together to form opposing serpent chains’
The two teams would battle in an attempt to create a break in the opposing team’s
chain.
Another training exercise was reserved only for a special breed of warrior, the
Nahualli Warrior. These specially trained warriors were partially trained by the
priesthood to learn to harness the power of their Nahualli (their inner animal spirit)
specifically for the purposes of combat. Nahualli Warriors were said to be able
to control a Nahaulli animal double, project their Nahualli spirit during combat,
or even shape-shift into their animal spirit form. Although everyone has only one
animal spirit twin, the most powerful Nahualli Warriors were said to be able to
travel into the spirit realms while asleep and trap additional spirit animals and
use their powers.

The Nahualli ANIMAL SPRITS
Nahualli Strikes

BEETLE is carefree, yet clown-like and clumsy. If provoked, however, beetle
will launch a close range noxious attack.
OWL is a symbol of significant transition and usually a bad omen. Simply
staring into owl’s eyes is said to be a harbinger of death.
SCORPION represents temptation and addiction. The stored venom can
poison the soul of those tempted by scorpion.
SKUNK is foolish and takes careless risks. Those who exhibit unwise
arrogance around skunk will suffer a most unpleasant (and smelly) fate.
JAGUAR represents great power and courage. Many may be affected
immediately at once by jaguar’s invincible ferocity.
Nahualli Captures
BUTTERFLY represents inspiration and change through metamorphosis.
The beauty of butterfly inspires those affected to change their allegiances.
BAT is transition through self-reflection. The inner desire to change is
carried on bat’s wings and shows those affected that they cannot always
trust their eyes to see.

COYOTE is a trickster and master manipulator. Those influenced by coyote
may not want to change sides but ultimately will have no choice but to
do so.
MONKEY is sneaky, cunning and clever. Monkey will cause those affected
to change sides without even making them aware of it.
HUMMINGBIRD
Hummingbird is swift and represents an immediate call to action. The
reincarnation of the soul of a powerful fallen Aztec Warrior, hummingbird’s
appearance inspires all to fight for his cause.

The Aztec GODS
QUETZALCOATL (Khet-zull-koh-WATT-ul)

“The Feathered Serpent” - Associated with the creation of mankind,
Quetzalcoatl traveled to the underworld, collected the bones and ashes of
the dead and sprinkled his own blood on them to make mankind. He is the
god of knowledge, arts and crafts, self-reflection, the wind and the morning
star. He is the patron god of the Aztec Priests.

TEZCATLIPOCA (Tess-khat-lee-POH-kuh)

“The Smoking Mirror” - An all-powerful god of the Aztecs whose animal
aspect is the jaguar. He is the god of the night sky, night winds, obsidian,
sorcery, temptation, discord, and chaos. Though rivals, he joined forces
with Quetzalcoatl to create the world from the body of the enormous
earth monster, Cipactli. They captured her and turned her body into the
land, but in the process Cipactli ate Tezcatlipoca’s foot.

HUITZILOPOCHTLI (Wheat-see-low-POKE-tlee)

“The Blue Hummingbird of the Left” - Born to the mother of the gods,
Coatlicue, after she was impregnated by a magical ball of feathers
that fell from the heavens. This pregnancy was an insult to his sister,
Coyolxauhqui, who conspired with her 400 brothers to kill their mother.
Right before they could carry out the plan, Huitzilopochtli sprang from the
womb of Coatlicue, fully grown, armed with the Xiuhcoatl, a magical living
snake weapon. Huitzilopochtli killed his sister who became the moon, and
brothers who became the stars. He is the god of war and protector of the
sun for which he needs a constant supply of human blood to nourish him
to fight off the forces of darkness.

End of the 5th sun
expansion rules

GAME SETUP

• Add the additional eight expansion cards to the standard 72-card deck of
Serpent Stones. (The expansion cards are distinguished by the ‘Ollin’ symbol in
the bottom left corner on the face of the card. These can be removed from the
deck to play the standard edition of Serpent Stones.)
• Setup is the same as the standard edition.
• After each player is left holding five cards to start, the players can choose
to place one Skull Wall on any Serpent Stone that is not a Temple Stone or
Keystone. The first player places the first Skull Wall; the second player places
the second.
• Players can only place one Skull Wall at the start of play. If a player
chooses not to place a Skull Wall, that Skull Wall will not be used for the
duration of the round.

OBJECTIVE

Your objective remains the same as the standard edition: Capture your opponent’s
three Teotl Stones without running out of cards.

GAME PLAY

BASIC GAME
The basic mechanic does not change when playing Serpent Stones Expansion End of the Fifth Sun.
WARRIOR CARDS:
Play of the Warrior Cards does not change from the standard game.
NAHUALLI CARDS:
End of the Fifth Sun introduces two additional Nahualli Cards to the deck: One
additional Nahualli Butterfly Capture Card, and one Nahualli Eagle Strike Card.

Eagle Nahualli Strike:
•
The Nahualli Eagle Strike can be used to strike up to five
opposing Warrior Cards from the Yaotitlan.
•
As with the Jaguar Strike and Hummingbird Capture cards in
the standard deck, the orientation of the Eagle Strike Card can also
be rotated around to maximize the effectiveness of its attack.
TEOTL CARDS:
End of the Fifth Sun introduces three new Teotl Cards to the battle. The new cards
feature new Aztec Gods to Serpent Stones that each provide their own unique
tactical advantage to the player when evoked:
Tlazolteotl - Stop Sacrifice:
When a player plays the Tlazolteotl (tlah-sole-tay-OH-tull) Stop
Sacrifice Card, any cards held by the opponent on their Sacrifice
Stones must be discarded.
Xolotl - Move Warrior:
When a player plays the Xolotl (zshow-LOW-tull) Move Warrior Card,
any Warrior Card belonging to the player on the Yaotitlan, whether
active or inactive, can be moved to another Serpent Stone on the
Yaotitlan. The moved Warrior Card must be played so it is active and
connected to your serpent team.
Mictlantecuhtli - Wall of Skulls:
When a player plays the Mictlantecuhtli (meek-tlahn-teh-COO-tlee)
Skull Wall Card, the player can place a Skull Wall Barrier on the
Yaotitlan any where they could play an active Warrior Card. That
Serpent Stone is then unusable for the rest of the round.
If a player places a Skull Wall after playing a Mictlantecuhtli Card,
the card is removed from the deck for that round. (In the event of a
round where the discard deck must be reshuffled, a used Mictlantecuhtli
Card cannot be included in the deck reshuffle.)

GAME VARIANT

SACRIFICE AND HOLD
• This variant allows players to hold a sacrifice until they are ready to use it.
• A player does not have to perform a sacrifice (or double-sacrifice) on the
turn immediately following the preparation turns.
• A held sacrifice can be turned into a double-sacrifice on any subsequent
turn.
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